What Shall We Do With a Drunken Sailor?
English Sea Shanty

Presto \( \frac{d}{\text{bar}} \)= 70
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1. What__ shall we do____ with a drunk - en sai - lor,
2. Put him in the long_ boat un - til he's so - ber,
3. Pull out__ the bung_ and_ wet'm all o - ver,
4. Put him in the scup-pers with a hose - pipe on him,
5. Heave him by the leg - gin' with a run - nin' bow - line,
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early in the morn - ing.

Weigh, heigh and up she ri - ses, weigh, heigh and up she ri - ses,
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weigh, heigh and up she ri - ses ear - ly in the morn - ing.
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